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the flexible bearded kind most commonly used

Beit known that I, JAMEs G. WILSON, of in knitting machines, arranged to work lon
the city, county, and State of New York, have gitudinally in grooves in the exterior of the

invented certain new and useful Improvements
in Knitting.Machinery; and Idohereby declare
that the following is a full, clear, and exact de
Scription of the same, reference being had to
the accompanying drawings, forming part of
this specification, in which
Figure 1 is a central vertical section of a cir
cular - knitting machine with my improve
ments. Fig. 2 is a plan of the same. Fig. 3
is a back view of the needle-ring. Fig. 4 is a
back View of the stop-motion for stopping the
machine in case of the breakage of the yarns.
Fig. 5 is a side view of some of the mechanism
which is concealed in Fig. 1 by the parts in

intermittingly-rotating needle-ring A, parallel
with the axis thereof. The needle-ring is fit.
ted into a stationary upright cylinder, B, se
cured to the bed-plate C of the machine. The
rotary motion of the said ring is produced
by means of a switch-wheel, D, on the hori
Zontal main shaft G, gearing into a toothed
ring, A, which encircles the lower part of
and is secured to the needle-ring. The lon
gitudinal movement of the needles by which
the stitches are formed and which takes place
during the intermissions in the rotary move
ment of the needle-ring is produced by means

of a horizontally-grooved bar, E, secured to

front of it, Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9 exhibt modifi a vertical slide, F, which works in guides b,
cations of Some parts of the machine.
the said bar entering an Opening, c c, in the
Similar letters of reference indicate corre cylinder D and receiving in its grooves the

sponding parts in the several figures.
This invention relates in part to a substitute
for the beaters, or, as they are sometimes
termed, “pressers,’ employed in those knit
ting-machines in which several needles are
knitted upon at once with separate yarns to
Operate between the needles for the purpose of
holding the work to its proper place thereon
While the stitches are being formed either by

the movements of the needles themselves or

by What are termed “stitch-hooks. The beat

erS or pressers above mentioned have a com

plicated movement, which requires compli
cated mechanism to effect it, and the object of
this improvement is to effect the same result
by a simpler movement and less complicated
mechanism; and to this end it consists in sub
stituting for the said beaters or pressers a pad
of india-rubber or other moderately soft or
yielding substance, so applied and having
such a movement as to operate in combina.
tion with the needle-ring or needle-bar and
the needles, as hereinafter specified.
Another part of the invention consists in a
new and improved stop-motion to throw the
driving-pulley out of gear or otherwise disen
gage the machine from the driving apparatus

whenever one of the yarns breaks or gives out.
To enable others skilled in the art to make
and use my invention, I will proceed to de

scribe its construction and operation.

projections did on the Shanks or jacks, of one
more than the number of needles it is desired
to knit upon at once, and the slide F deriv

ing motion through a rod, F, from a lever,
F, which is actuated by a cam, F, on the
main shaft. The presser I, for closing the
beards of the needles to enable them to throw
off the completed stitches in their descent, is
attached to a plate, J., carried by the two arms
L L of a rock-shaft, L, whose third arm, L,
carries a stud or roller, d, which works in the
groove of a cam, L, on the main shaft G.
The same plate, J, also carries the yarn-con
ductors e e, which deliver the yarn to the
needles, and the can L therefore serves to
operate both the yarn - conductors and the
presser I.
M is the pad, of india-rubber or other yield
ing material, which forms a substitute for the
beaters, operating to press the work tight
against the upper part of the interior of the
needle-ring, inside of or behind the needles.
This pad is made to conform to the needle-ring,
as shown in Fig. 2, and long enough to extend
behind at least as many needles as it is desired
to knit upon at once. It is secured in a metal
clamp, M', which is secured to a rock-shaft, M",
working in bearings instandardsM'M', erected
above the bed-plate C. This rock-shaft is
bent at ff, to allow the needles to pass under

it in their revolution without any hinderance.
The machine represented has needles a a, of It derives motion from a cam, M, (see Fig.

2
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5,) on the main shaft G, through an elbow. I fitted with a slide, l, to which is attached a

lever, M, working on a fulcrum-pin, g, se- loop or eye, m, and a plate, n. Close to
cured in the lower part of the standards M', one side of each rod lc there is provided in
the said lever carrying at one end a roller, h, the upper side of the shipper-bar a notch, n,
which is kept in contact with the periphery capable of receiving the plate in attached to
of the cam M by a spring, i, connecting the that rod, and corresponding notches, oo, are
said lever with the bed-plate, and at the other provided in the upper edges of a double bar,
end a stud, j, which enters a slot in an arm, P, which is fitted to slide in the guide-boxes
M, secured to one end of the rock-shaft. The on both sides of the shipper-bar, and which
camM has such an action on the rock-shaft that extends the whole length of the horizontal
it causes the pad to operate in the following portion of the shipper-bar. This bar P has
manner, to wit: It is raised from contact with attached to it a roller, p, which is received in
the work just before each rotary movement of the groove of a cam, P, on the main shaft G,
the needle-ring and before the needles have and when the machine is in operation the said
connpleted
ascent,
pressedare?
bar,shaft,
onceand
during
every revolu
tion gives
of thethe
main
consequently
dur
again
upon their
the work
whileand
the needles
de cam
scending, so as to hold it firmly against the ing each operation of the needles, a movement
needle-ring while the needles complete their back and forth equal in length to or a little
descent, and thereby prevent them from drag greater than the movement required of the
ging down the finished courses of stitches into shipper-bar to throw the clutch in and out of
the grooves provided in the outer face of the gear with the pulley, and in the movement of
needle-ring for the needles to work in. As the said bar P in the direction corresponding
with the direction of the coupling movement of
the needles start on their upward motion, the
shipper-bar (indicated thereon by an arrow
it descends still farther, so that it draws in Fig.
2) the notches o 0 arrive opposite to
the work and yarn back over the heads of the the corresponding
notches, n' n', in the shipper
needles as they continue ascending, thus bring
ing the new loops onto the stems of the bar. The yarns (indicated in red color in the
needles and keeping the yarn of which said drawings) pass through the eyes n n-one
loops are composed out of the way of the needles through each-on their way to their respective
in the return of the latter for the yarn which conductors e e, and while they remain unbro
is to form the next course of loops. While ken their tension is sufficient to hold up the
the
needles are all raised, and while the rotary slidest some distance above the shipper-bar
movement of the ring takes place, the padre. N and the bar P; but as soon as a yarn breaks
mains out of contact with the work. I prefer its slidel drops down its respective bar k, and ,
to make this pad of elastic vulcanized india- the plate n, attached to the slide, then rests on
rubber; but it may, perhaps, be made of leather, the edges of the bar P, on opposite sides of the
gutta-percha, or some other moderately elastic bar N, and over its respective notch n' in the
or yielding material. A similar pad may be latter bar, until the reciprocating movement
used in combination with a straight-knitting of the bar P, produced by the cam P, brings,
machine applied in combination with the nee- the notches 0 o opposite the notches n' n, when
die-bar and straight series of needles in sub- the plate in drops into its respective notches in
stantially the same manner as it is represented and o o, and so locks the bars N and Ptogether,
applied in combination with the needle-ring and causes N to be moved along with P in a
and circular series of needles.
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direction to throw the clutch N' out of gear

N is the shipper-bar for moving the clutch with the driving pulley and disengage the
N', by which the driving-pulley Gis brought latter from the shaft, thus producing the stop
in gear with and out of gear from the driving- page of the machine.
?
shaft G. This bar is fitted to slide horizontally The shipper-bar N is also used to stop the
in fixed guide-boxes N'N' on the top of the machine at such stages in the progress of knit
bed-plate, and has applied at one end of it a ting as may be required through the agency
spring, Nº, forthe purpose of holding theclutch ofastudded wheel, Q, or cylinder which con
in gear with the pulley, and so keeping the trols the direction and changes of direction of
pulley coupled with the shaft. At the outer the rotary movement of the needle-ring, such
end of the said bar there is attached to the ad- control being effected either by means of a
jacent box. Nº a spring-catch, Nº, by which, switch-lever, R, and switch-wheel D, as rep
when desired, the bar may be held in a posi-resented, or by other suitable means. The
tion to keep the clutch out of gear with the lever R is operated upon by the studs of the
puiley, and’so keep the pulley uncoupled from wheel Q to shift the switch of the wheel D and
the shaft.
make it reverse the direction of the rotation
I will now describe the application,in connec- gf the needle-ring. The said wheel Q acts
tion with the bar, of the stop-motion by which upon the shipper-bar through a lever, S, which
the pulley is uncoupled from the shaft when one works in a fixed fulcrum, q, and one end of
which is connected by a fork and pin, r, with
of the yarns breaks.
said bar, the other end of the said lever
kk are a number of upright square rods cor the
having formed upon it a wedge-shaped projec
responding with the number of needle to be
knitted upon, firmly secured in the upper tion, s, to be acted upon by wedge-shaped pro

bar, N, at equal distances apart and each jections t t on one side of the wheel Q. There

t
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is rio necessary connection between the levers
R and S, and it is only as a matter of conven
ience that the wheel Q is made to operate upon
both levers.
Fig. 6 exhibits a modification of the elastic
pad M which takes the place of the beaters
and the application of an additional pad, T,
which comes into operation to press and hold
the work down upon the needle-ring just as
the pad M is about to rise, and which is raised
again from the work just as the pad M comes
down upon it again. The pad M is repre
sented in Fig. 6 as being attached to the lower
end of an upright stem, M', which has the nec
essary movements imparted to it in a vertical
direction, and produces the movements of the
said pad in a corresponding direction. The
movements of the so-applied pad M, so far as
their action upon the work is considered, are
essentially the samme as that represented in
Figs. 1 and 2, the direction only being differ
enti.
The pad T is of leather or india-rubber and
secured in a clamp, T', which is attached by
an arm, T, to an upright stem, T, which is
to be operated by a suitable cam on the main
shaft of the machine. This pad is formed and
arranged to act upon the work nearer to the
needles than the pad M, so that the two can
pass each other. This pad T, coming into
action on the work before the commencement
of the movement of the needle-ring about its
axis and continuing its pressure thereon dur
ing such movement of the ring, requires to
move with the needle-ring, and hence the axis
of the stem T is made to coincide with the
axis of the needle ring and the arm T is fitted
to turn on the said stem; but a spring should
be so applied to the said arm as to throw it
back as far as it was moved by the needle-ring
as soon as it is lifted up from the latter. By
means of the two pads M and T operating in
combination, as described, the necessity of at
taching a weight to the work or applying a
take-up is obviated.
Fig. 7 exhibits a top view of a modification
of the arrangement of the yarn-conductors e e
and presser I, which closes the needle-beards,
applicable more particularly in machines in
which a large number of yarns are used to
knit at once on a large number of needles.
It is obvious that only one of a series of con
ductorsee attached to a single plate and only one
point in a presser I made in one piece can move
in a direction radial to the center of the nee
dle-ring, and that the movement of all the other
conductors and all other points of the presser
will deviate more or less from such a direction,
according as they are more or less distant from
that one conductor and that one point in the
presser, and this deviation becomes greater as
the number of conductors and length of the
presser are increased. To obviate any such
extreme deviation, instead of attaching all the
conductors to a single plate J and making
the presser I of a single piece, I attach the
conductors in equal numbers to two or more

such plates and employ a number of pressers
corresponding with the number of said plates,
attaching one presser to each of the said plates
and arranging the said plates so that one of
the conductors and one point in its respective

presser will move radially to the circle of nee
dles. Fig. 7 shows three plates J J J, each
operated by the arm L of one of three rock
shafts Lu Li L. One of these rock-shafts may

be operated by means substantially like those
employed to operate the rock-shaft L shown
in Fig. 1, and hereinbefore described, and the
others suitably arranged in relation to the
needle-ring to give the required direction to
the pressers, and yarn-conductors are connected
with the first one by means of bevel-toothed
segments Li Li Li, which cause all to operate
alike.

-

Fig. 8 exhibits in vertical section a modifi
cation of the stop-motion. Instead of the re
ciprocating notched sliding bar P, there is sub
stituted a shaft, P, which, when the machine
is in operation, has imparted to it a rapid ro
tary motion, and which is capable of a short
longitudinal movement in its bearings. This
shaft, arranged below a series of stationary
upright rods, kic, secured in the bed-plate C
of the machine, has cut on it a screw-thread,
and in this screw-thread there is cut, at inter-vals apart corresponding with the distance be
tween the rodsk k, a series of grooves, o'o',
extending directly round the shaft to the full.
depth of the threads, thus dividing the screw
thread into a number of short screw-threads,
at al. One end of the said shaft P is arranged
in contact with the arm P' of a rock-shaft, P',
or any other means of shifting the clutch to
throw the machine out of gear, and a spring is
to be applied to keep the machine in gear.
The rods lick represented in Fig. 8 are fitted
with slides ll, furnished with eyes m. m. and
plates or tongues in n, like those before de
scribed with reference to the rods k. k repre
sented in Figs. 1, 2, and 4, and when the ma
chine is in gear one of the tongues n n is sit
uated over one of the short screw-threads u.
When a yarn breaks, its respective slide l
drops and its tongue in passes through one of
a number of holes, nin', provided in the bed
plate, into its respective screw.thread u, and
as the tongue is not movable in the direction
of the length of the shaft the continued rota
tion of the latter causes the screw-thread so to
act against the tongue as to produce the lon
gitudinal movement of the shaft until a groove
o' arrives opposite the tongue and permits the
continued rotation of the shaft without any
further longitudinal movement being pro
duced, that already produced having been
enough to act upon the arms P’ or other con
trivance provided for throwing the machine
out of gear. I consider the screw and shaft
P to be the equivalent of the notched bar P.
By attaching to the slides l l tongues ex
tending downward below the bar P or shaft P',
and hooked at their lower extremeties to act

in combination with notches provided for the
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purpose in the under side of the bar Porto act
in the screw-threads u, u, below the shaft, the
machine may be stopped by means of any ex
cessive tension on any of the yarns, and hence
breakage of the yarns may be in a great meas
ure, if not entirely, prevented. The tension
is made to effect the stoppage of the machine
by drawing up the slides l l to such a height
as to bring the last-mentioned tongues into the
said notches in the under side of bar P or into
the screw-threads on the shaft P. The effect
produced by the lifting of these tongues into
the notches or screw-threads will be the same as
that produced by the dropping of the tongues
n n into the notches o O in the upper side of
the bar P or into the screw-threads u, u.
In order to provide for the knitting simul
taneously on every second or third needle in
stead of upon immediately adjacent ones, I
propose in some cases to make the presser I
as shown in Fig. 9, which is a top view of a
number of pieces, y' y', equal to the number of
needles opposite to which it works, each piece
wide enough to Operate upon one needle only,
and to apply in connection with each piece a
screw, ac', by which it can be drawn back out
of its operative position. By drawing back
the pieces of y' and taking out the threads from
their corresponding conductors the knitting
can be performed simultaneously upon as few
of the needles as may be desired, though all i

the needles will be knitted upon in turn, or
by taking out alternate needles an imitation
of ribbed work may be produced.
What I claim as my invention, and desiret
secure by Letters Patent, is
1. The employment of a pad or pads of in

dia-rubber or other yielding material applied
and operating in combination with the nee
dle-ring or needle-bar and needles, substan
tially as and for either or both the purposes
herein specified.
2. Giving the paid M. a compound motion,
substantially as herein described, whereby it
is caused first to press and to hold the work
while the needles are completing their descent
into the needle-ring, and afterward to give a
second pressure or draw on the work to draw
the loops over the heads or bends of the hooks
of the needles during the ascending movement
of the latter, substantially as herein described.
3. The stop-motion composed of slides ll,
suspended from the yarns, and a notched re
ciprocating bar, P, or its equivalent, applied
in combination with an organized knitting-ma
chine, to operate substantially as herein speci

fied.
JAMES G. WILSON.
Witnesses:

R. GAWILEY,

JAMES LAIRD.

